NOTE: For use when DFW is operating in a north flow. When DFW is operating in a south flow, file and expect the VKTRY RNAV STAR.

NOTE: Radar required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE: Turbojet aircraft only.

BelFr Transition (BelFr.Jovem4):
(Atc assigned only.)
FAWNT Transition (FAWNT.Jovem4):
(Atc assigned only.)
HNKer Transition (HNKer.Jovem4):
HOFF Transition (HOFF.Jovem4):
IBake Transition (IBake.Jovem4):
(Atc assigned only.)
KLAWW Transition (KLAWW.Jovem4):
(Atc assigned only.)
MDano Transition (MDano.Jovem4):
RBukl Transition (RBukl.Jovem4):
(For OKC Terminal Area Departures only.)
TURKi Transition (TURKi.JOVEM4):
TYPTN Transition (TYPTN.JOVEM4):
(Atc assigned only.)
WLTr Transition (WLTr.JOVEM4):
(Atc assigned only.)